LEGAL GAP: Liability & AI-systems
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Five reasons why a victim could end up without compensation

VULNERABILITY (cyber security)

CONNECTIVITY

AUTONOMY

Frequent updates and constant external interactions allow hackers
(that are often untraceable or impecunious) to modify the AIsystem or to cause malfunctions that lead to harm.

An AI-system is connected with many other AI- and non-AIsystems in complex digital ecosystem, making it very difficult to
track down the system that causes the harm.

An AI-system can operate without control or supervision by independently
altering its initial algorithm or by deviating from the original instructions
but it cannot be held accountable for its actions.

OPACITY (black-box)

Self- and deep-learning processes of the AI-system make it difficult
or even impossible to trace back specific human input or decisions
in the design that triggered the harmful activity.

DEPENDENCY (external data)

External information without which the AI-system cannot operate could
be flawed or missing, wrongly perceived by built-in sensors or falsely
communicated by regular data sources or ad-hoc suppliers.

Potential Liability Claims
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of a victim for harm caused by an AI -system
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Classification of a new high-risk AI-system
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legislative procedure
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